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ACHIEVEMENTS (Particularly in the 

Socio-Political & Sports domain, 

mention in 50 words):

About YOURSELF (your aspirations in 

life in 50 words):

YOUR VIEWS on India and the World 

(Particularly in the Socio-Political 

perspective in 50 words only):

Why you want to contest in the BCS 

Students' Council Election 2020 

(Your vision, objectives and 

motivation): (50 words max): *

ANIKET ANAND 

RANDIVE
AHMEDNAGAR 9284261242

aniketrandive1717

@gmail.com

MBA-II 

PERSUING
Male

WINNER OF ADD-MAD SHOW IN 

SANJIVANI TROPHY WHICH IS 

ORGANISED BY MBA DEPARTMENT OF 

SANJIVANI COLLEGE,SECURED THIRD 

RANK IN GROUP DISCUSSION 

COMPITATION IN SANJIVANI 

DEPARTEMNT,PARTICIPATED IN CII 

ONLINE DEBET COMPITATION

I myself feel proud of being a student 

here. I do take care of what is being 

taught and what is to learn. I respect 

my teachers, my fellow beings, my 

college and every thing that is 

associated with my college.

Socio-political issues are defined by 

their social and political 

characteristics, so almost anything can 

be a socio-political issue. Using this 

lens, you can see that other examples 

of socio-political issues range from 

homelessness

to help to the nation to help to the 

peoples what kind of problems they 

are facing into there daly life what 

problems also the students face into 

there education systems and also and 

find to solve out there problems

Kanifnath 

Baban Shelke
AKOLA 7775879550

shelkekanif32@gm

ail.com

ME-

structural 

engg.

Male

Helping friends in educational 

problems

Speaker leadership for indigenous 

people 

Motivate more than 200 indigenous 

student in education 

Guidance to farmer in modern farming 

facilities and activities

I'm civil engg and studying in structural 

engg 1st year

Also I'm gov.contractor in A.nagar 

Good achievement in forming 

activities 

I like driving,travelling ,reading

I want to change indian democracy

Make india castless. Only development 

making in urban area not in rural area 

so I went to change and make raral 

part of india fullfil amenities.

I like social work our indian politics 

devided in some different political 

parties that are not right for our 

feature development of india

Prathamesh 

Pradip Bhele
AMRAVATI 8830215669

prathameshbhele1

234@gmail.com
2 nd year Bsc Male

I Am NSS best Volunteer in college in 

2019 - 2020. In Abhirup yuva Sansad I 

am nominated for best Parliamentian 

and 2 nd Prize for team organised by 

Yuvak Biradari & ABP Maza.

My Aspirations in my life is very clear 

and special for me. Because I am 

Interested in political carrier and only 

political carrier make strong India. 

India has a great youth power

And if you want to changes 

In our India. Then elected to only 

youth

India is with great culture, Great 

Religion and have great History like 

Chatra pati Shivaji Maharaj.

But, there is one thing. Now, India 

(specially youth)

directed towards Western culture 

That's a big tragedy for us. 

In political view there is another thing 

is use of youth is not in a Parliament 

and in political carrier. 

To make our India peaceful, Developed 

India we have need to 

Create a youth leader 

Firstly, I am Participated in BCS for 

make me strong for leadership. And I 

know, BCS platform make me strong 

and successful leader. 

Now, I am Participated In BCS for 

change my attitude My personality. 

Because to change Other people, 

then we need to first change. 

My objective in BCS for to create 

Great youth with peace, and quality 

to lead

10th BCS Student Council Elections



Nileshwar 

Gowardhan 

Chaware

AMRAVATI 9156527667
nileshwar88@gmai

l.com
MBA Male

Ran For Equality  success fully 

completed 5 KM Marathan in Pune 

and support to institute  i have  

participate political party and the 

college social activities also complete

i am completed  Degrees in BA Appear 

MBA  working student federation 

leader and support to student of 

Maharashtra Union and i am 

interested the social activity and 

political new generation comping well 

educated people coming the join 

political information

rural area development and quality of 

education woman Security  develop 

the nation and new India largest 

economy  build  up and the all Indian  

Citizen belief the development nation  

largest india

rural area development and quality 

of education i am interested social  

political education change the 

democracy and woman right , We 

The People Of India JUSTICE ,social 

economic and political 

LIBERTY of thought , expression, 

belief faith and worship

EQUALITY of status and of 

opportunity

and to promote among them all

FRATERNITY assuring the dignity of 

the individual and the unity and 

integrity of the Nation;

Ajinkya Bharat 

Salunke
AURANGABAD 8237808719

salunkeajinkya5@g

mail.com

Business 

Management
Male

Have participated in various Youth & 

Student's related programs in my 

locality. Also running a Social media 

platform where there will be only real 

& unbiased news

I want to become a man of value & 

trust. Who will be happy by lifting 

others. Constantly trying to spread 

happiness even by smallest acts of 

kindness and help

I see India as the Real power & as we 

are the Youth Nation,we have the 

tremendous potential to leave the 

barriers and help India a developed 

nation real soon. India's diversity & 

culture is the one thing which is real 

strength for all of us,if used properly.

I firmly believe that,Educated & 

aware Youth must come in 

mainstream politics as it is the most 

influential factor on every common 

person in country. Educated Youth 

can really help change the system. I 

think this election will give me a 

platform to spread the vision of BCS

Prashansa 

Milind Jadhao
BULDHANA 7447658858

prashansajadhao1

7@gmail.com

Bachelor of 

Arts
Female

I have not as such achieved anything in 

political domain. But i have been a 

good player of Badminton and Kabaddi 

in my school. I can work for the 

various political and sports factor for 

my region. I am a good player of 

Badminton as wrll as Kabaddi. I want 

to motivate others too.

I am from a rural part but my parents 

have always taught us that we dont 

belong to place we live in but we 

belong to what we do at the place to 

make it more developed. I want to 

start from my region and then explore 

the world and bring positivity amongst 

the country.

Today's scenario of the world is that 

many people are suffering from 

various problems and not everyone is 

reaching them out,but we the young 

Indians want to be the part of them 

and help them. The World is suffering 

and to become a developed Indian we 

need to look out at the problem 

together rather than sitting and 

discussing.

I want to be the part of this contest 

and rather being a contestant,I want 

to win too. I want to help the people 

and be a mediator. I want actually 

make the drastic conditions good. I 

want to hold on the positivity in 

people and make it worth that every 

citizen is here to survive and make 

out of themselves with all rights and 

duties.

PRAVIN 

NAMDEVRAO 

LAVHEKAR

HINGOLI 9518783680
pravinlavhekar199

3@gmail.com
B.ed Male

I like social work. And inspiration for 

youth students in socially work in 

pourtysociety.and work do for nation 

of buildings.

That program are very important or 

must for a nation of buildings other' 

than the country's hens that BCS 

council must I like.

Indian is one of the super power in the 

world I have a dream.and I do work for 

super power of India

I like social work ,and the problem of 

society I can solve this easily I trying 

to it faithfully always



Dipak Yuvaraj 

Patil
JALGAON 7414986513

dipakypatil18@gm

ail.com
T.y.b.com Male

No Achievement in socio Political. But 

I am eager to Participate in it and serv 

people of my areas..  and motivation 

for the students.

My name is Dipak yuvaraj patil. I am 

from rural areas. But I am eager to get 

a chance to serve people and  students 

and awake them.

Today India in the mirror is a very 

Inspirabale Country for the world 

because the thought of people 

resolution and view on indian 

democracy is positive.

I want to Contest in the BCS Students 

Council Election 2020. Because, I 

want to Change the face of my areas 

motivate the Students and people 

about Our democracy and do thier 

best for our society  State and for 

Country so my vision and Objectives 

are Clear.

Manasi 

Shamkant 

Bhavsar

JALGAON 9834472499
Contact.mansiarya

@gmail.com

Bsc,BA & 

Diploma in 

Mass 

communicati

on & 

Journalism

Female

I m News Anchor &Reporter @Lok live 

news,jalgaon .l m doing work as vice-

Secretary of Student Olympic 

Association, Jalgaon...Through that 

work...l stay always socio-politically 

active mode whatever happen in our 

surrounding.

I want to become a 

Educationist,Speaker & Leader....l 

want to do work on the real solution 

over every problem of society with my 

team i.e.Education.As well as 

becoming Political & Social face want 

to create developing surrounding & 

more

Working on Education is must 

important in our india to direct the 

minds of youngsters.All over across 

the world  direction from our  india is 

must needed.That's why India   need 

to develop Youngsters  & ignite their 

minds....

For a wonderful platform doing many 

activities as well as l m sure about 

that l will get what l want from this.I 

believe in Vishwanathji Karad & 

Rahulji Karad.They r my ideals....so to 

do work for them nd nation l m 

always ready.That's why l want to 

contest in BCS Student Council 

Election 2020

SADDAMHUSEN 

MUSTAQAHAM

AD MUJAWAR

KOLHAPUR 7385321939
Saddammujawar73

75@gmail.com
M.A -2 Female

1. Successfully played role of 

opposition leader at national youth 

parliament championship 

2)recipient of best parliamentarian 

award at national youth parliament by 

ministry of parliamentary affairs,India

3)Selected for a visit to prime minister 

of India by a competition held by 

member of parliament.

4)Successfully chaired Vidhansabha 

commitee at KIT model united nation 

5) active member in beti bachao beti 

padhao scheme.

6)Founder of missile foundation which 

is working for social activities.

I m the student of sociology at Shivaji 

University, kolhapur and i am also 

founder if missile foundation,kolhapur. 

Whichever is working for social 

activities like computer training in 

vacation for financially poor students. 

Beti bachao beti padhao abhiyan. And 

so much. 

          Working for growth of people is 

my dream and hence I would like to 

connect with a BCS.

I think india is suffering from many 

issues like economy, unemployment, 

and one of the important is castism. 

And I would like to work for 

eradication of castism. With the 

principal â€˜Indian is our religion and 

humanity is our castâ€™ 

Jay hind

When I attended BCS, I realised this is 

the best platform for the students 

who want to do some social work. 

And I would like to work for BCS in 

mh area . Thatâ€™s why I want to 

join BCS.



Vidhi Subhash 

Palsapure
MUMBAI 7972858459

palsapurevidhi@gma

il.com

M.Sc 

Microbiology 

2nd yr

Female

â€¢Student speaker At 10th BCS 

Session 6.

â€¢Represented India and won 1st in 

AYIMUN 2019

â€¢District topper At National Youth 

Parliament 2019 conducted by GOI, 

Ministry of Sports and Youth Affairs.

â€¢4 times consecutive gold medalist 

at Gandhi Suvichar Exam conducted by 

Gandhi Research Foundation,Jalgoan.

To enter the system and serve the 

society with the perception of 

development,growth and constructive 

milestones .

Being a youth believe in change 

,revolution and ultimate development 

of human race.

Peace believer ..Attain the highest goal 

of the human race I.e.Peace.

India is on the grey side in almost 

every sector where it has moved from 

the black /underdeveloped side and 

has reached this level competing with 

other developed countries but on the 

contrary  there is lot of scope for 

improvement in each sector which can 

be achieved by proper governmental 

organization and work .The political 

context of the country seems to be 

stabilize by abolishing the agendas 

which disturb the nation's integrity.

BCS for me seems to be the platform 

where We young students can 

actually create a wave of change 

through participating and involving in 

the sociopolitical system where our 

voice is channelized properly to reach 

to the actual governing body.It not 

only creates a dias for one but a 

platform for many.

Tushar 

Dharmendra 

Singh

NAGPUR 8208327433
tusharmohata3005

@gmail.com

Final year 

Dental 

student

Male

Silver medal in   

District level Takewondo

District level cricket player

National service scheme member

College representatieve on 

maharashtra university marathon

To become national level leader 

represent my constituency in the 

parliament 

To be a successful dentistry 

To run a NGO

India will be a super power one day as 

we have the most hard working youth 

in the world , the spiritual power,mind 

poweran also have intellectual mind.

To contribute to the Indian Politics

To strengthen the Indian Democracy 

To represent my city at the national 

level 

To make my parents proud



Aatisha S  P NASHIK 9373123713
Aatisha_p@yahoo.

com
b.e Female

State Level Basketball Player Since Last 

11 Years ,Won Best Player Award. 2 

Time Chess Winner,2 Time Cultural 

Event winner,Was One Of The 

Shortlisted Candidate For BFI Coaching 

.Under My Captainship My College 

Was Winner Of  Diploma Basketball 

Tournament,Bronze In 

Atheletics,Winner In National Level 

Drawing Competition,Honoured for 

Social Activity etc.

I am defined by loyalty & integrity 

which are building blocks of my 

character&personality.I have harmony 

in thoughts, words and action. I love 

motivation,Empowerment.I Radiate 

Postivity .Assuming more active role 

within students enviroment I had been  

Elected As Cultural Secretary, Sports 

Secretary Without any opposition 

from Students Council in my schooling 

and college life.Firstly I Aspire To 

Become A Good Social Leader & Make 

Impact On Youth In Nation Building.As 

Mentioned Above About My 

Achievements I Come From 

Combination Of Background So I am A 

Challenger Willing To Fight.Wish To 

Devote My Life For NATION BUILDING 

.

India Is United By Diversity But Divided 

By Political Parties.Our Forefathers 

Fought For Independent India None 

Can Replace Them  .Today Indian 

Politicians For The Sake Of 

CHAIR&POWER Dividing India In The 

Name Of Religions.Everyone Is Busy  

Criticizing Each other's Party.Not 

Bother About Future Of Youth." 

NEPOTISM " exacerbate India's 

Political System.Candidate Who Is Not 

At All Capable Is Elected in Politics & 

The One Who Has Served For Society 

For Years Selflessly Is Dominated.In My 

View A Social Worker Can Be A Good 

Politician But A Politician Can Never Be 

A Good Social Worker For NATION 

BUILDING.

Bcz "BCS" Makes A Common Man A 

Leader .My Parents Doesn't Know 

What Is My Ultimate Goal Of Life But 

"BCS" Does Know  Where Common 

Person Like Me To Be Should Be In 

Life, As I'm Contesting This Student 

Elections. I'm Literate (Cognizant with 

present scenario of youth politics),I'm 

Sportsman(Enthusiastic),I'm into 

Social Work(Hardworking).I Know My 

Final Destination But I Dont Know The 

Path ,I Believe "BCS" Will Lead Me 

Towards Right Direction. I'M Blessed 

That I Got Chance To Contest .If 

Elected Taking Advantage I'l 

Inspire,Endorse Other Youth To Be 

Part Of This HISTORIC MASS 

MOVEMENT FOR YOUTH IN POLITICS

Pranali 

Prabhakar 

Kamble

NAVI MUMBAI 9323999919
pranalipk7@gmail.

com
BA.LLB(hons.) Female

Internship at NGOâ€™s in 

collaboration with TISS and PRAYAS 

NGO MANKHURD.

Legal Aid at Bombay High Court 

Sessions court 

Participated at National Distruct 

Authority Pune

I want to actively contribute for 

betterment of society and actively 

participate in social work and politics. I 

want to encourage the youth through 

connecting with them  by bhartiya 

chatra sansad . And encourage the 

youth for the same and involve them 

in such conclaves

India is a melting pot of cultures to 

successfully curb the caste politics and 

other hurdles we must put nation first 

and respect all religions.

My objective is Imto actively 

participate in BCS and involve and 

connect many more students through 

me.  My vision  and motivation is 

those 4 days of BCS wherein I got 

connected with various eminent 

personalities and exposure which 

came in those 4 days.

World is one family and  humanity is 

the greatest religion of all and we all 

must put nation first no matter what 

and serve our country .is my vision.



Shivraj Namdev 

Mane
OSMANABAD 9322882222

snmane9322@gm

ail.com
FY BA Male

I am particularly a sports person,and a 

good football player since childhood. 

Football is the game of team spirit and 

coordination of all the team members. 

I was choosrn as the captiain of our 

school football team and led our team 

t many tournaments. We won district, 

regional as well as state level 

championship matches . I was aslo 

selected for the national level football 

matches conducted bySSPF. Other 

then sports me and 3 4 of my friends 

aslo take classes of the children living 

in slum free of cost.

Our nation India was once a 

VISHWAGURU. But in the past 

centuries it has lost its heritage and 

legacy. My ambition is to see 

Bharatmata where it belongs i.e. at the 

top of the world.I would take every 

step possible to se my dream come 

true. Although the dream me not 

come true untill i am alive but it would 

be few steps closer. This can be 

possible only if the society is not 

discriminated on basis of race and 

religion.The emotion of equality and 

brotherhood should be inducted in 

ever citizen of India.

Unless we can determine who we are 

as a society we cannot determine 

what is the priorityof our nation. In 

present scenario I see India is at focus 

of worlds major issues whether it is 

politics, science and technology or 

education peace mission etc.and the 

list is endless. Earlier the country that 

was taught to be asa land of just 

elephants and snakes, poverty and 

hunger now every country wants to 

enter in collaboration with it because 

they have realized that it is not 

possible to carry forword the process 

of world development without India.

The youths which are living and 

studying in my district are not at all 

interested in politics which is why the 

corrupt leaders and officers are 

taking advantages of the people living 

here. I want to engege more and 

more educated and disciplined 

youths to engage in politics.

Kunal Rajendra 

Wagh
PUNE 9763495397

swamisamarth297

00@gmail.com

Biotechnolog

y
Male

Coordinator and State Spokesperson, 

Divyang Indian Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry(State of Maharashtra)

Awarded at many Socio-Political 

Platform for best speaker 

Continuously from last 3 years working 

with many political parties for making 

change in the society

Met many political change makers for 

discussing about many problems and 

also making out some solutions out of 

it.Spoke on many political platforms 

on various issues and topics related to 

social change

I am student and at the age of 19 has 

worked with many Organization, 

change makers in Maharashtra.My 

aspirations are just to make the lives 

happy and tension free, may be they 

normal or disable both should feel safe 

and same in the society.We have good 

governance and good schemes too but 

are they reaching the needy.So for 

that I am working continuously for the 

good sake and for the right cause in 

the society.I hope if people think very 

positively nothing is impossible for us 

to change in good manner.

India has a great governance which is 

making tremendous good change in 

the Social aspect and political aspect 

too.India is emerging as the great 

powers in the world and due to which 

worlds great leaders are trying to 

invest in India and due to which India 

will be benefitted in many 

aspects.Indian politics just needs many 

educated youths on good position so 

more good change can be seen.The 

world which is facing many problems 

can be solved by together involvement 

of all the emerging nations.

I personally think that BCS Students 

Council Election 2020 will give me 

chance to make some good change 

for youth as well as for the people.I 

have worked on many positions with 

various objectives but Bhartiya 

Chhtra sansad can give me more 

opportunities and more authorities 

for making good change in the 

society.

Himanshu 

Bharat 

Choudhari

PUNE 9604175252
himanshuchaudhar

i5225@gmail.com
TY Btech civil Male

General secretary of Mit world peace 

university. Active member of the 

politics and governance club that 

organises social and political events

I wish to become a great leader and 

also I wish to help people and I will try 

my best to minimise corrupt people 

from politics

Indian politics nowadays is totally 

caste and religion based which should 

be changed and I think BCS is a 

platform or a start for the same

My idol Shri. Rahul Karad sir said 

educated youth can bring change in 

the politics and I wish to promote the 

same across my area so  that BCS 

becomes a great event



SHIVAM  

SHAILENDRA 

MAHAJAN

RAIGAD 7350477779
shivam212mahajan

@gmail.com
B.E Male

MEMBER OF SOCIAL GROUP WORKING 

FOR ENVIRONMENT AND KILLA 

SANVARDHAN.

PART OF COLLEGE STUDENT COUNCIL. 

STATE LEVEL DODGEBALL PLAYER

GUITAR PLAYER

SINGER

DANCER

I WISH TO GET INTO ACTIVE POLITICS.

I SEE MYSELF AS M.L.A. 15 YEARS OF 

NOW

1ST I WANT TO BE ZILHA PARISHAD 

MEMBER THEN CORPORATOR AND 

THE MLA

ndia's foreign policy seeks to 

safeguard the country's enlightened 

self-interest. The primary objective of 

India's foreign policy is to promote and 

maintain a peaceful and stable 

external environment in which the 

domestic tasks of inclusive economic 

development and poverty alleviation 

can progress rapidly and without 

obstacles. Given the high priority 

attached by the Government of India 

to socio-economic development, India 

has a vital stake in a supportive 

external environment both in our 

region and globally. India, therefore, 

seeks a peaceful periphery and works 

for good neighbourly relations in its 

extended neighbourhood.

TO PERCOLATE BCS IN LAND OF 

CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI MAHARAJ 

RAIGAD.

TO HELP STUDENTS THROUGH BCS 

PLATFORM. AND TO WORK FOR 

BETTERMENT OF BCS

CHAITYANYA 

ANIL YADAV
RAIGAD 8275858999

CHAITUYADAV6@

GMAIL.COM

2ND YEAR 

B.A.LLB
Male

I play a role as member of student 

council in tmv' law college pune 

played various role such as 

coordinator in international 

conferences  and state level  moot 

court  competitions also coordinated  

university events such as 2 yrs a part 

of "sanskriti " as well as sport club 

anchored in various events such as 

annul gathering college events and 

freshers party and represented law 

department . Apart from college i 

represent jr college at statelevel  

speech compositions and was head 

boy of the class and house . i also 

represented law college in 

international space conference with 

principal sir as mentor

I m the boy which like to think and 

dream big with the the tool of hard 

work and determination . as the part 

of society i like to be responsible and 

as a law student  follow all the duties 

and rights given by the constitutions in 

right manner . i follow that   if we want 

to change the society first change 

should be done in us than only we can 

represent the society 

the person who dream big can be big 

one day with the support of hard work 

and motivation .

I as the  citizen of India particularly my  

views  are  its boon   to every person in 

India to have a birth in such a great 

nation of spirituality , motivational 

,fighters and  courageous nation. i as 

the part of this the duties and rights, 

freedom ,democracy, and personal as 

well as social freedom its like a boon 

and gift from our respected  leaders 

and there team members now its all in 

the hands of individuals to protect it 

and use wisely for their needs and care 

without harming or overtaking any 

ones  rights and duty and we should 

follow them

i m really thankful and  blessed to be 

a part of'' BCS'' and team . my motive 

is to contest election is to connect 

with the youth and start working 

from the grounds of political files its 

like a journey of sharing the 

aspirations dreams and big ideas for 

the changing world and nation .my 

objective and vision regarding the 

elections is for state that youth as the 

building pillar of nation can bring the 

great and prosperous change and can 

dignified the nation in the allover the 

world as the platform now its time 

for change



Kailas 

Babasaheb 

Katmore

RATNAGIRI 9552943499
Kailaskatmore@g

mail.com

Ty Bsc 

agriculture
Male

I was 1st participated in school council 

and become General secretary of my 

college

Then I also participated in different 

NSS programmes and arrange 

seminars and also do social work as 

group leader and become the General 

secretary of my clg during graduation.

I won gold medal in disc throw.

I also participate in science exhibition 

dist. Level and got 2nd prize.

I am interested in politics, I want to 

take leadership and lead the all 

students and emerging youth as well 

as all citizens of our respected country. 

I want to come forward, and actively 

participate in decision making policies 

of govt. 

And aslo I interested to take platform 

of bcs to enter in politics and will 

come as good political leader of 

respected constituency.

India is developing country. India has 

lots of human resources than any 

other democratic country. India is the 

largest democratic in the World. And 

India is actively participate in nearly all 

UN or world organization. Our country 

is one of the most emerging power in 

the world. So it's social political 

relations with other countries is very 

important.

I was firstly participated  BCS in 

recently held 10th BCS at Vidhan 

Bhavan, New. Delhi. That was my 1st 

part as a participant in it. But I was 

realise that such a great  platform is 

available to create political leaders 

and socially and politically active 

students. I want to contest election 

to lead the student from district and 

take experience as political leader.

Darshan Jeevan 

More
SATARA 9870764349

darshanjmore@gm

ail.com

BE in 

Chemical 

Engineering

Male

Active member of Pallavi foundation 

which is well known social 

organisation in Maharashtra with the 

aim of shouldering its share of 

responsibility and upliftment of 

downtrodden and weaker section of 

society.  Our foundation always taken 

great efforts to develop good socio-

cultural atmosphere, health care, 

promote education and help all the 

needy students also from rural areas 

and also taken remarkable step to 

promote women in the society.

NCC candidate 'A' Certificate holder 

from Air force wing in school.

Member of IIChE (Indian Institute of 

Chemical Engineers)

Active in poltical and social activities in 

Satara district.

Lawn tennis player in college.

I am Graduate Chemical Engineer also 

pursuing masters. Highly interested in 

politics. I want to become a politician 

with a lot of responsibilities, so I can 

solve many problems and challenges in 

my country such as unemployment, 

poverty, hunger free nation, Illiteracy, 

casteism, challenge of criminalization, 

corruption, farmer crisis, gender 

inequality and women empowerment.

I would like to develop my country and 

want to solve some major issues such 

as air pollution, poor waste 

management, water pollution, 

preservation and quality of forests.

I would like to take initiate in politics 

to develop my country and to 

strengthen the democracy.

In many countries people look to 

religion as the primary source of their 

views on social and political issues.

India is the world's largest democracy. 

India became a democratic nation post 

independence in the year 1947. 

Thereafter, the citizens of India were 

given the right to vote and elect their 

leaders. In India, it gives its citizens the 

right to vote irrespective of their 

caste, colour, religion etc. 

It has five democratic principles- 

sovereign, socialist, secular, 

democratic and republic. 

The politics of India works within the 

framework of the country's 

constitution.

India playing a bigger role in the world 

affairs.

To lead the youth and guide them 

properly. I want to convince the 

youth that they should take initiate in 

politics. Educated youth should 

contribute themselves to develop the 

nation and corruption free politics.

Today's youth have more knowledge 

about worlds affairs and technology.

I want to contribute myself to fulfil 

the dream of Rahul Karad Sir. I want 

to promote the agenda of BCS to 

every youth. I would like to connect 

the youth from various region into 

the BCS.

Rahul Karad Sir's thoughts, their 

concept of BCS motivate me to 

become active in BCS and politics of 

development.



Gawade 

Sanjana 

Yeshwant

SATARA 7676766133
sanjanagavade424

@gmail.com
B Pharmacy Female

1) Attending BCS from 7th BCS 

continuously upto 10th BCS

2) Runner up in debate competition  at 

National level Techno Management 

Event organised by JSPM'S Group of 

Institute

Myself Miss. Sanjana Yeshwant 

Gawade.I despirately want to work for 

Women hence currently working with 

ABHIVYAKTI Sanghatana at Pune who 

organises wide range of programs to 

create awareness amongst people on 

various aspects of women.

I strongly believe that Indian 

Enducational Quality is far more better 

than the other countries but today we 

need to focus on Research & funding..

 Being Multitasker & working with 

focus are the key strengths of  Indian 

people.

A wrong leader leads the entire 

community towards wrong direction 

& automatically entire society has to 

face those, hence Educated youth 

better lead the Society this is the 

reason why I want to contest the in 

the BCS Students Council Election 

2020.

SWAPNAJA 

RAMESHCHAND

RA 

BHANDURGE

SATARA 9604922098
swapnaja.1504@g

mail.com

BE 

MECHANICAL
Female

I don't call it as achievement , but still I 

along with my colleagues run an NGO 

named Search Social Society. We work 

on subjects as child education, youth 

affairs, women health, and other 

welfare activities. We are serving 

society since 2017 and also intend to 

work on eminent subjects in our 

society.

I believe in There is no substitute for 

Hard Work  . I used to take part in 

different social activities and programs 

since my college days and continues 

till date.  I think it was a process of 

understanding my abilities and also 

the surrounding around me 

prominently the loop holes in society. 

Apart from some personal goals my 

wish list include to be a social activist 

to serve the living being and be an 

efficient youth leader by taking part in 

active politics.

We always come across words India is 

a vast Country Yes its true. Its a 

country of youths. After globalisation 

and privatisation in  1991 our country 

has progressed a lot and its still 

progressing. Though its facing lot of 

problems this days, we should not 

forget that our country is agricultural 

and taking this as an asset along with 

industrial development there is vital 

need to uplift agricultural and 

livelihood in villages.

10th BCS was the first time to attend 

BCS. And being the witness of such a 

fabulous youth platform there is no 

doubt in my mind that if i take part in 

activities of student council it will be 

one of great opportunity for me to 

groom leader within me. If given a 

chance I will definitely strive to 

connect many youths in BCS and 

introduce to this platform. also 

connecting with BCS will be value 

addition to my current work.

VISHWAJIT 

PANDURANG 

VYAVAHARE

SOLAPUR 8459848375
vishvyavahare777

@gmail.com

BE 

MECHANICAL
Male

1.AWARDWD AS A KIT PRIDE AWARD 

2019.

2.RECIPENT OF BEST 

PARLIAMENTRIAN AWARD AT 

NATIONAL YOUTH PARLIAMENT 

CHAMPIONSHIP BY GOV. OF INDIA.

I AM THE GRADUATED STUDENT IN 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND 

HAVING INTREAS IN SOCIAL WORK 

AND POLITICS. I WORKED WITH NSS IN 

COLLEGE TEAM AND ALSO IN MANY IF 

THE EVENT AS A ORGANIZER.

I THIK INDIA IS GREAT COUNTRY 

WHICH IS HAVING GREAT CULTURE 

AND WORLD GREAT DEMOCRACY . 

BUT NOW A DAYS INDIA IS SUFFERING 

FROM CASTISM AND I WOULD LIKE TO 

WORK FOR ERADICATION OF CASTISM.

I THINK BCS IS THE BEST PLATFORM 

FOR OUR DREAMS AND SOCIAL 

WORK AND ALSO WE CAN GET 

NETWORK OF ALL INDIA THROUGH 

BCS HENCE I WANT TO JOIN BCS 

COUNCIL.



Amrut 

Shivanand 

Shete

SOLAPUR 7767822272
amrutshete0@gm

ail.com
BE Male

1) Social achievements : 

A) Working as an activist in ABVP-

world's largest student organization 

since three years. Currently leading as 

Vice-Secretary Parvati constituency 

which includes 42 colleges. 

B) Contribution for the betterment of 

society : 

a. Tree plantation drive on large scale. 

b. Food donation drive for 250 needy 

people on the streets. c. Waste 

management in Ganpati Visarjan 

festival. d. Helping as writer to visually 

challenged students in examination. 

2. Achievements in sports domain : 

A) District level, Region level,  State 

level championship in 

Yoga/Gymnastics competition. 

B) A certified yoga teacher having two 

certifications. 

C) District level Badminton champion.

I'm passionate about human resource 

management, finance, socioeconomic 

structure and political science. I want 

to be a social reformer as well as 

philanthropist in future which could 

change the society. India has truly 

fantastic and diversified culture but 

lack of management skill, healthcare 

and the education in lower class 

families. I would like to empower 

those families by helping them in 

various ways on a big scale. After all, 

we are only as strong as the 

communities we empower.

Firstly we have to understand that 

India is a developing country and other 

many countries are already developed. 

We face a big difference in education 

sector, social reformer sector, hunger 

scale, poverty and pollution etc. In 

India there are large number of 

uneducated children because of 

poverty and poor finance. India is high 

in pollution index. And citizens 

negative mindsets and unwillingness 

for starting something new innovative. 

In India people tend to give more 

importance to communal activities 

than development and self 

upgradation. Lack of quality 

educational recreation facilities than 

other foreign universities.

Bharatiya Chhatra Sansad provides a 

platform to students who are truly 

passionate about sustainable politics 

and curious about governence. More 

importantly Students council election 

gives me opportunity to represent 

myself as a Student leader that I can 

serve for the betterment of society in 

more effective way. And I would like 

to connect educated students to BCS 

so they can express themselves on 

big platform. Because today's 

students/Youth is tomorrow's future.  

We can start new initiatives like 

starting various clubs of students 

kinda finance, business, service, 

social, entertainment, literature 

groups. Bringing a community that 

students can connect with each 

other.

Tanwi Basavraj 

Sarje
SOLAPUR 7387907987

tanwisarje5@gmail

.com

B.com  S.Y 

Llb
Female

Been a part of rallies conducted for 

the animal rights

Participant of 10th BCS

Activists for animal rights in our area

I want to be a part of the system so I 

can put my ideas forth and unite with 

the youth and their ideas and make 

changes happen

India as a country is brilliant on 

application of the schemes but needs 

to implement them as well 

My agenda will be the same

Reach the youth 

Unite them for certain causes 

Mainly work on the discriminators on 

the basis of caste gender  minority


